
We are really excited this month to showcase

a new plug & play mobile office room build,

just completed and handed over to the client

at the end of January. 

They have yet to decide where exactly they

would like to locate it in their back garden

space, so we have tried some different

options for them. All of the Plug & Play units

are built on durable, heavy-duty casters so

can be moved around easily with very little

effort.

The plug and play room has a footprint of 2.1

x 2.2m so can fit into most back yards and has

a height of 2.4m which means it can fit in most

carports and garages if this is convenient. 

Please contact us if you would like more

information on this product, or our range of

larger models (contact details below).



NEW

PRODUCT!

This geometric pattern looks great during the

daytime or backlit at night with our optional led

lighting pack. Falling leaf has been designed

with a geometric stylised design that works

well in both contemporary and traditional

garden settings.

Our Dappled light panel allows small patches of

light to filter through, creating an incredible

interplay of light and shadows. Based on the

idea of sun light filtering through the gaps in

the leaves of trees, these panels have

perforated holes of different sizes to achieve

this effect.

To complement our teak and expanded metal options,

Your_Space has introduced two different laser-cut screen patterns

to our range. Made from lightweight metal sheet and finished

with a durable power coated finish, they will last for many years

in the extreme climate of the emirates. The panels are a standard

size and will fit all our range of outdoor rooms.

These can also be retrofitted to our existing Your_Space outdoor rooms if you wish to change the

look in the future. Optionally these can also be backlit with LED strip lights to create a beautiful

unique look to the exterior rooms at night, creating your own individual artwork piece in your garden.

GET IN TOUCH:

MOBILE:  +0971  509  186  913

EMAIL:  info@yourspaceuae.com

@yourspace.uae

facebook.com /uae.yourspace

(SHOWN HERE IN: LIGHT BRONZE)

(SHOWN HERE IN: TEAL)


